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To cater to the wide range of customers and uses for full-size pickups, Chevrolet is wisely
offering two completely different interiors for the new Silverado, resulting in products that are
both functional and as completely luxurious as the customer demands. Chevrolet claims that
the Silverado is the most dependable and longest lasting pickup truck model, and points to J.
With the highest tow rating among light-duty pickups up to 10, pounds , and class-leading V8
fuel economy of up to 20 mpg, the Silverado is very competitive among full-size pickups. Close
this Model overview: The most striking feature of the Silverado, which Chevrolet completely
redesigned a year ago, is the interior. Read more The most striking feature of the Silverado,
which Chevrolet completely redesigned a year ago, is the interior. LTZ models are further
differentiated by a completely different instrument panel and door panels, a huge, Ultrasonic
rear parking assist is available. The work truck and LT trims are equipped on more of a budget
for those who plan to use their pickup for utility, with a more basic interior treatment. These
trims have still been upgraded with larger control knobs, and a lockable in-seat storage bin
that's large enough for a laptop computer and has a built-in volt power outlet. Rear legroom is
sizeable on extended cab models and ingress and egress is now improved thanks to rear
access doors that open degrees. Each trim level is available in either 2WD or an on-demand
4WD system with locking rear differential. A horsepower, 4. A horsepower, 5. That 5. Thanks to
Active Fuel Management, the 5. As part of the maximum trailering package, a horsepower and
lb-ft , 6. This engine has variable valve timing and Active Fuel Management. The package also
includes a heavy-duty rear axle, locking differential, heavy-duty cooling system, and
high-capacity transmission. Each of the five suspension systems available on the Silverado are
tailored for particular driving situations, and each has a completely different character. The Z83
delivers the best ride, while the Z85 upgrades for improved handling and towing capacity. The
Z71 is the option for those who plan to take their Silverado off-road, and for those wanting
optimized street performance there's the Z60, which includes inch wheels. The Silverado rides
on a fully boxed frame with coil-over-shock front suspension and rack-and-pinion steering unit.
StabiliTrak continues to be available on the Silverado. Cargo bed lengths are 5'-8" for the short
bed, 6'-6" for the standard bed, and 8' for the long bed, and rated payload goes up to 2, pounds
when properly equipped. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you
like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model
strengths: Refinement; interior appointments; fuel economy; tow rating; available luxury
features. The Chevy Silverado, completely redesigned for , enters with few changes. A six-way
power seat adjuster is now available on 1LT models, and XM satellite radio is standard across
all trims. Read more. Close this. The most striking feature of the Silverado, which Chevrolet
completely redesigned a year ago, is the interior. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main
content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Auto Parts. Order Tracking. Shopping Cart: Items in Cart. Used Parts Store. Year: Select
Make: Select Model: Select Part: Select Buy Cheap! FREE Shipping! Call You have now entered
the Chevrolet Silverado general parts page. The next step is to select the part category and
continue to the specific product inventory lookup page. See our menu on the left where you can
view all available part categories for the Chevrolet Silverado Note we cannot display all
inventory on one page, so it' a necessary step to utilize the part category menu. All these parts
have been pre screened for the highest standards in quality. To ensure you are getting the best
overall deal, we offer a 30 day low price guarantee and a one year warranty. Extended
warranties are available, just ask a representative. If you have any questions please contact a
representative at To continue, please select the desired part category on the left hand side of
the screen. If you do not find the part or category you are looking for, please utilize our Used
Auto Part Locator and let us help you locate the auto part through our network of salvage yards.
You will be more than satisfied with Auto Parts Fair. Get started today! Auto Parts Suppliers.
Auto Body Parts. Automatic Transmissions. Used Auto Parts. Used Transmissions. Manual
Transmissions. Locating Services. Used Car Parts. Used Parts Leads. Used Parts Search. Used
Auto Part Locator. Used Car Buying Guide. All rights reserved. Cooling Fan Assembly 5.

Steering Gear 5. Cooling Fan Assembly 4. The Chevy Silverado, completely redesigned for ,
enters with few changes. A six-way power seat adjuster is now available on 1LT models, a high
idle switch is a new option, and XM satellite radio is standard across all trims. Dual-rear-wheel
HD models now ride on inch wheels rather than inchers. Close this Model value: The Chevy
Silverado HD and HD have the segment-best gross combined weight rating of up to 18, pounds,
and the segment-best trailer weight rating of 13, pounds--both important numbers considering
their intended duty as heavy haulers and commercial rigs. And with extensive new
noise-reduction measures, it has one of the quietest interiors among heavy-duty trucks. Model
overview: Chevrolet's HD three-quarter-ton and HD one-ton are heavy-duty versions of the
standard-duty Silverado pickup, all of which were completely redesigned for The HDs are
available in three cab styles regular, extended, and crew cab and two box configurations
standard and long. Extended cab models come with smaller rear access doors that open
degrees and have fully Read more Chevrolet's HD three-quarter-ton and HD one-ton are
heavy-duty versions of the standard-duty Silverado pickup, all of which were completely
redesigned for Extended cab models come with smaller rear access doors that open degrees
and have fully opening windows. Crew cab models come with four full-size doors. The DRW
models offer enhanced stability for those who routinely tow trailers near the upper end of
capacity. Two suspensions are now offered on the HD trucks. The Z85 suspension is standard,
and the optional Z71 suspension is oriented toward off-road duty and includes skid plates along
with other additional equipment. Compared with the light-duty Silverado, the HD has a larger,
bolder appearance, especially in front, with a wider grille, domed hood, and broader fenders.
The HD trucks boast a ladder frame, a hydroformed front section, a structure designed for better
crash protection, recirculating-ball steering gear aimed at improving steering feel, and a strong
four-wheel disc brake system with anti-lock. The brakes also include an integrated trailer brake
controller. Like the light-duty Silverado, the HD versions of the Silverado get two completely
different interiors, depending on the intended use. The WT Work Truck and LT models, intended
more for work use, come with a simplified instrument panel with large, functional controls,
under-seat storage, and a cavernous double glove box. The luxurious LTZ, intended for those
who might need to tow or haul in style, comes with an interior that rivals that of luxury SUVs,
with a larger center console, heated leather bucket seats, and chrome trim. Both engines are
mated to six-speed automatic transmissions. Standout optional features on the LTZ include
heated windshield washers, power-adjustable pedals, Ultrasonic Rear Parking Assist, a
rear-seat DVD entertainment system on crew cabs, an EZ Lift tailgate, and a power-sliding rear
window on extended and crew cabs. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle
Model strengths: Hauling and towing capability; quality interiors; wide range of configurations;
available luxury. Dual-rear-wheel HD models now ride on inch wheels rather than Read more.
Close this. The Chevy Silverado HD and HD have the segment-best gross combined weight
rating of up to 18, pounds, and the segment-best trailer weight rating of 13, pounds--both
important numbers considering their intended duty as heavy haulers and commercial rigs.
Chevrolet's HD three-quarter-ton and HD one-ton are heavy-duty versions of the standard-duty
Silverado pickup, all of which were completely redesigned for There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
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Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
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Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
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claims that the Silverado is the most dependable and longest lasting pickup truck model, and
points to J. With the highest tow rating among light-duty pickups up to 10, pounds , and
class-leading V8 fuel economy of up to 20 mpg, the Silverado is very competitive among
full-size pickups. Close this Model overview: The most striking feature of the Silverado, which
Chevrolet completely redesigned a year ago, is the interior. Read more The most striking feature
of the Silverado, which Chevrolet completely redesigned a year ago, is the interior. LTZ models

are further differentiated by a completely different instrument panel and door panels, a huge,
Ultrasonic rear parking assist is available. The work truck and LT trims are equipped on more of
a budget for those who plan to use their pickup for utility, with a more basic interior treatment.
These trims have still been upgraded with larger control knobs, and a lockable in-seat storage
bin that's large enough for a laptop computer and has a built-in volt power outlet. Rear legroom
is sizeable on extended cab models and ingress and egress is now improved thanks to rear
access doors that open degrees. Each trim level is available in either 2WD or an on-demand
4WD system with locking rear differential. A horsepower, 4. A horsepower, 5. That 5. Thanks to
Active Fuel Management, the 5. As part of the maximum trailering package, a horsepower and
lb-ft , 6. This engine has variable valve timing and Active Fuel Management. The package also
includes a heavy-duty rear axle, locking differential, heavy-duty cooling system, and
high-capacity transmission. Each of the five suspension systems available on the Silverado are
tailored for particular driving situations, and each has a completely different character. The Z83
delivers the best ride, while the Z85 upgrades for improved handling and towing capacity. The
Z71 is the option for those who plan to take their Silverado off-road, and for those wanting
optimized street performance there's the Z60, which includes inch wheels. The Silverado rides
on a fully boxed frame with coil-over-shock front suspension and rack-and-pinion steering unit.
StabiliTrak continues to be available on the Silverado. Cargo bed lengths are 5'-8" for the short
bed, 6'-6" for the standard bed, and 8' for the long bed, and rated payload goes up to 2, pounds
when properly equipped. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you
like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model
strengths: Refinement; interior appointments; fuel economy; tow rating; available luxury
features. The Chevy Silverado, completely redesigned for , enters with few changes. A six-way
power seat adjuster is now available on 1LT models, and XM satellite radio is standard across
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